Recently, an increasing attention was paid on different procedures for an unconstrained optimization problem when the information of the first derivatives is unavailable or unreliable. In this paper, we consider a heuristic iterated-subspace minimization method with pattern search for solving such unconstrained optimization problems. The proposed method is designed to reduce the total number of function evaluations for the implementation of high-dimensional problems. Meanwhile, it keeps the advantages of general pattern search algorithm, i.e., the information of the derivatives is not needed. At each major iteration of such a method, a low-dimensional manifold, the iterated subspace, is constructed. And an approximate minimizer of the objective function in this manifold is then determined by a pattern search method. Numerical results on some classic test examples are given to show the efficiency of the proposed method in comparison with a conventional pattern search method and a derivative-free method.
Introduction
This paper is aimed to propose a method for solving the following unconstrained optimization problem: min x∈R n f (x) (1.1) where f is assumed to be continuously differentiable and the information of the derivatives of f (x) is unreliable or unavailable.
Pattern search methods are regarded as a kind of efficient algorithm for solving the derivative-free optimization problems due to their simplicity and usefulness. A lot of classical pattern search methods have been developed for unconstrained optimization such as multidirectional search of Dennis and Torczon [1] , generalized pattern search method of Torczon [2] , and grid-based framework of Coope and Price [3] . However, the implementation of these methods is relatively time consuming in comparison with the conventional derivative-based algorithms. This is because there are so many search directions in every pattern search process. To overcome this limitation, many researchers improved the pattern search methods by adopting some techniques in iterate acceptance criterion [4, 5] or modifying the search direction set [6] . In the latter case, although positive bases [7] are utilized to replace bases in the pattern search methods, there are at least n + 1 search directions in every round of pattern search. Hence, when a pattern search point (defined in Section 2) is found, we must implement at least n + 1 times of function value estimations. In view of this, the implementation of the general pattern search methods may be inefficient particularly for high-dimensional problems. Consequently, to reduce the number of function evaluations, we consider implementing pattern search in a subspace with a lower dimension, which motivates us to integrate the iterated-subspace minimization methods into the pattern search framework.
A typical representation of previous work on the iterated-subspace methods is the method presented by Cragg and Levy [8] . They proposed a method to execute the minimization step in a k-dimensional subspace, which included the steepest descent direction. Shortly afterwards, Dennis and Turner [9] minimized a convex quadratic on a subspace by adding an extra vector which is independent on the existing subspace at each iteration. Then, Dixon et al. [10] constructed a 4-dimension subspace which was defined using the steepest descent direction, the Newton direction, and two other directions which were combinations of the two previous steps. Other related work about iterated-subspace minimization methods can also be found in Miele and Cantrell [11] , Vinsome [12] , Saad [13] and so on. Despite of the diversification for iterated-subspace method, it should be pointed out that the dimension of the ''subspace'' is lower than the original one. Taking advantage of this characteristic in the iterated-subspace method, the pattern search method can be improved to achieve a higher efficiency for implementation.
The combination of pattern search methods and iterated-subspace minimization methods can overcome the shortcoming of general pattern search methods. Instead of carrying out pattern search in original space, we implement pattern search in a lower-dimensional manifold, the iterated subspace. It is clearly that this technique can reduce the number of iterations and function evaluations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we provide a brief description of pattern search methods and iterated-subspace minimization methods. In the next section, we present framework of the new method together with some discussions on its new features. The corresponding convergence analysis is examined in Section 5. In Section 6, we give numerical results to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, some concluding remarks are offered.
Generalized pattern search methods
Generalized pattern search methods for unconstrained optimization generate a sequence of iterates {x
} with nonincreasing objective function values. At each iteration, the objective function is evaluated at a finite number of trial points on a grid [3] and the purpose is to look for one point which can yield a lower function value than the current iterate. If such a point is found, set it to be the new iterate, and the iteration is called successful; Otherwise, we declare it unsuccessful, record the current iterate (defined as a pattern search point [14] ), refine the grid and update the trial points for the next iteration. Torczon [2] showed that generalized pattern search methods can produce a limit point for which the gradient of the objective function is zero. Coope and Price [3] proved the same conclusion from another point of view. Generalized Pattern Search:
∈ R n×p (0) and ∆ (0) > 0, While (Stopping conditions do not hold) do
Step 1. Find a step s
Step 3.
Remark 2.1. The trial search direction set M (k) usually contains a basis of R n and its opposite direction. Recently, basis is replaced by positive basis [7] whose non-negative linear combinations span R n . Moreover, the number of positive basis' cardinality is between n + 1 and 2n. For example, if V is a basis of R n , then
is a positive basis of R n , where e = [1, 1, . . . , 1] T . Hence, the replacement can help to reduce the search directions.
Iterated-subspace minimization methods
Generally speaking, a prototype algorithm for iterated-subspace minimization methods can usually be expressed as follows:
Iterated-subspace minimization methods:
Given an initial iterate x (0) :
Step 1. Stop with the current iterate x (k) if convergence tests are satisfied.
Step 2. Determine a full-rank subspace matrix Z
Step 3. Approximately solve the z
and set
It is worth to point out that the key points of iterated-subspace minimization methods lie in two aspects, i.e., how to determine the iterated-subspace matrix Z (k) and how to solving sub-problem (3.1). Different researchers consider different methods. For example, Conn et al. [15] required that Z (k) contained three components:
• The preconditioned steepest descent direction.
• A number of other conjugate directions which are determined by the preconditioned conjugate-gradient method;
• The overall truncated-Newton direction.
Moreover, they selected the size of subspace according to the number of conjugate directions. Among the conventional methods, ''
Step 3'' in the above problem is usually generated by solving the following Problem, which is minimize the second-order Taylor expansion of the original problem.
Then the subspace constraint can be satisfied by
where
It is obvious that there are a lot of highly efficient algorithms for such a low-dimension unconstrained minimization problem, such as Newton-like second-derivative methods, secant methods and so on.
Motivated by the basic idea of the conventional ''Iterated-Subspace minimization methods'', we adopt the pattern search method to solve the ''z (k) -dimensional minimization problem (local minimizer)'' in Step 3 in an attempt to achieve a more efficient method.
Algorithmic framework
We have shown above that the biggest defect of general pattern search methods is that the search directions (which are relative to the dimension of objective function) are too numerous and require too many function evaluations. For example, for a 100-dimensional minimization problem, even we use positive bases to replace bases, we have to search at least 101 directions to obtain a pattern search point. Too many times of function evaluations may bring inefficiency for implementation. In order to remove this difficulty, we consider implementing the patten search in a subspace with a lower dimension to reduce the number of function evaluations. The method proposed here falls into the class of iterated-subspace minimization methods. Typically, we consider the simplest 2-dimensional subspace. Here, at each iteration, we construct a 2-dimensional subspace matrix Z (k) and solve the 2-dimension minimization problem
by pattern search method. Moreover, when we meet the gradient of function, we will use finite difference methods. There are two kinds of difference formulae to be chosen, i.e., forward difference formula and more accurate central difference formula. Forward difference formula:
Central difference formula:
is the step size of definite difference. In order to make g (k)
i approach to the actual gradient, we set δ
, which means that the step size will approach zero as the algorithm processes.
Algorithm PISM (Pattern Search Based Iterated-Subspace Minimization Algorithm).
Step 1. Initialize k = 1, Z (1) = I. Let x (1) be the initial point and calculate d (1) = −g (1) by finite difference method.
Step 2. Implement inexact line search along
Step 3. If the condition for termination is achieved, then stop.
Step 4. Construct the subspace matrix Z
Step
by pattern search method.
Step 6. Let d
Step 7. Do inexact line search again along d (k) to obtain a new iterate x (k+1) .
Step 3. 
= |V Step 2. While (num < η 
else,
This subroutine consists of two loops, i.e., inner loop and outer loop. The inner loop (Step 2) searches the new iterate along all the members of positive basis V (l) + in turn. In Step 2(a) the finite number of points on grid could be only d
+i or include some other points which are randomly chosen on the grid. num is the number recording the times of failed search.
When num = η (m) , it means that no improved point can be found around the current iterate. Hence, a pattern search point, just the current iterate, is obtained. Then the inner loop ends and outer loop begins. Compared with inner loop, the outer loop is used to choose grid mesh size and positive bases. In a word, these two loops work together to look for pattern search points and positive bases.
Besides, we use simple decrease in Step 2(a). Alternatively, it can be replaced by sufficient decrease [16] on the basis of some modifications to the subroutine according to the frame-based methods [17] . To reduce the number of search directions and the number of function evaluations, we choose the first generation of positive bases in this paper. Moreover, because 2-dimensional subspace is considered in this paper, there are only three directions in every pattern search. . In this paper, we construct the 2-dimensional subspace according to this method. It is worth to point out that because we can only use function values, the minus gradient direction will be calculated by finite difference method. Furthermore, similar to this method, we can use the quasi-Newton direction to replace the minus gradient direction to establish the subspace. At every iteration, we construct the subspace by the quasi-Newton direction of current iterate x (k) and the search direction of previous direction d (k−1) . Moreover, this quasi-Newton direction can be obtained by finite difference and conjugate factorization of approximating Hessian matrices [18] . } is a sequence of positive definite matrices that are bounded and bounded away from singularity. Such three conditions will make the quasi-Newton direction −B 
are used; Otherwise,
are used, where 1 = 10 −5 .
For the subroutine of pattern search, there are many choices for stopping criterion. In this paper, we choose h (l) < 2 as the stopping criterion, where 2 = 10 −5 . Hence, when the mesh size h (l) < 2 , the subroutine will terminate.
Convergence analysis
Algorithm PISM is a combination of iterated-subspace minimization method and pattern search method. Hence, its convergence is closely related to the convergence of the two methods.
Torczon [2] exploits the characteristics of pattern search methods to establish a global convergence theory. Coope and Price [3] propose a class of grid-based methods which are similar to Torczon's generalized pattern search method [2] , but permit greater freedom in the orientation and scaling of successive grids. And they also prove the convergence of their methods in another way. Furthermore, Price and Coope [19] combine grid-based methods [3] and frame-based methods [17] . In this paper, the convergence of the subroutine of pattern search in Algorithm PISM could be guaranteed according to Theorem 4.1 in [3] .
It should be pointed out that the convergence of Algorithm PISM could not be guaranteed in general case. However, in some cases, if the function values can decrease in each search direction of the subspace, Algorithm PISM is convergent. The convergence proof is presented in the following two steps. Firstly, it is shown that the direction d obtained from Step 6 in Algorithm PISM is a descent direction. Then, the convergence of Algorithm PISM can be obtained based on the convergence of general iterated-subspace minimization methods. 
Furthermore, there is
Because f z (d z ) can decrease in every search directions, which are columns of positive bases. Therefore,
Hence we can get
The proof is completed.
Theorem 5.1. Algorithm PISM is convergent.
Similar to the method in [15] , the convergence of Algorithm PISM can be guaranteed under fairly general assumptions. The proof is completed.
Numerical results
To show the efficiency of our method, some examples of classic optimization problems are adopted in this paper. These examples are taken from the set of test examples frequently used in the literature. All tests are implemented on a PC with 2.66 GHz Pentium 4 and 256 MB SDRAM using Matlab 6.5.
In our algorithm, we let 1 = 2 = 10 −5 . In the subroutine of pattern search method we set η For each test function, Table 6 .1 reports the numerical results of Algorithm PISM, including the dimension of the objective function argument (N), the number of iterations (N t ), the total number of function evaluations N f , the value of the objective function at the termination point x t (f t ). For comparison purpose, the relative data about general pattern search algorithm(GPS) which is the subroutine of Algorithm PISM are also given in Table 6 .1.
It can be seen from Table 6 .1 that Algorithm PISM is relatively efficient while compared with the general pattern search method. In all tests except for TF.1 and TF.7, the total number of function evaluations is reduced when using PISM. The higher the function dimension is, the more the number of function evaluations is reduced. For example, in TF.5, the differences of the total number of function evaluations N f between PISM and GPS are respectively 256 (495−239) and 19733 (38209−18476) for dimension 10 and 1000. However, it should be pointed out that for a lower dimension problem the efficiency of the proposed method is not obvious. In an extreme case, i.e., a 2-dimensional problem (say example TF. 1), the total number of function evaluations is almost equal between PISM and GPS. This is because, for 2-dimensional problems, the PISM is just the GPS. Besides, it should be pointed out that GPS can have an artificial advantage in some cases. For example, TF. 3, TF. 4, TF. 5 and TF. 7 have their initial points and solutions differing by integer values in each dimension. Hence if GPS uses an integer grid spacing then the solution point is also a grid point and GPS can step exactly to the solution very quickly. This puts GPS at a massive advantage. However, in a real life problem this advantage would not exist. Furthermore, it can be seen from the numerical results that GPS does not find the solution on all problems, such as TF. 6. The numerical results also indicate that total number of iterations N t will increase if the PISM is used. That is to say, the integration of the iterated-subspace minimization method into the pattern search method will increase the number of iterations although the total number of function evaluations is reduced. Furthermore, we compare Algorithm PISM with some other derivative-free algorithms, such as Algorithm NGOCSSR1 [27] . Table 6 .1 shows that our algorithm performs rather well in TFs. 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9 . For other test problems, some of the function values in PISM are larger than those of NGOCSSR1. Therefore, our algorithm may not be better than NGOCSSR1 method. Similar situation also occurred for the comparison of GPS method in Table 6 .1. Such a finding motivates us to further investigate the applicable condition of PISM algorithm in future study.
Conclusions
This paper has presented a new pattern search method for unconstrained optimization problems. Conventional pattern search methods may be very inefficient when solving some high-dimensional problems. Specifically, for an n-dimensional problem there needs at least n + 1 times of function evaluations to find a pattern search point. To reduce the number of function evaluations, the iterated-subspace minimization method is integrated into the framework of the conventional pattern search method. At each iteration, a low-dimensional manifold, the iterated subspace, is constructed. In such a subspace, the pattern search method can be easily implemented to find an approximate minimizer of the objective function. Meanwhile, a method for the construction of a 2-dimensional subspace is also proposed in this paper. Hence, there are only three search directions in every pattern search under the basis of positive bases. As such, the number of function evaluations can be considerably reduced. Although the convergence of the new method cannot be guaranteed in general case, we have proven that for a class of functions, whose values decrease in each search direction in subspace, the new method is convergent. Numerical results indicate that our method is efficient and competitive when compared with the conventional pattern search method and the derivative-free method.
It should be pointed out that a 2-dimensional subspace might not be the most appropriate one in the proposed method. Subspaces with a higher dimension may also be adopted in our method, but a higher dimension may result in more number of function evaluations. How to choose a subspace with an appropriate dimension so as to improve the efficiency of the pattern search methods still reveals interesting and significant investigations in our further studies.
Moreover, this paper can also be regarded an extended application of pattern search methods for unconstrained optimization problems. We have seen some merits of this method in the numerical results. The pattern search method has also been developed in the literature (see [5, 14] ).The comparison of these methods could also deserve further investigation.
